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Let’s talk about…..

Embedded Test Requirements Flow

Iterative Testability Modeling & Analysis

Testability Analysis Outputs

Modeled Requirements Export

Software Requirements Derivation

Embedded Test Algorithm Development
Embedded Test Requirements Flow

- Hardware Architecture & Design
- Initial Test Specs
- Reusable Test Code Sets

- FMECA
- Testability Model Database
- Test Coverage Statistics

- Master Test List

- Product Test Requirements

- Test Equipment Requirements
- Embedded Test Software Requirements
- Embedded Test V&V Plans
Iterative Testability Modeling & Analysis

Start

Design

Testability Modeling

Testability Analysis

Metrics Report

Review

“Good Enough?”

Test Req’ts

Test Req’ts Recommend

Design Recommend

Testability Analysis

Recommend

Product Config Control

TE Config Control
Testability Analysis Outputs

- Determines system functions covered and test methods
  - External test equipment
  - Embedded self-test
  - Assembly verification

- Identifies and analyzes non-detected functions
  - Lack of access or control? Missing requirements?

- Provides recommendations to maximize embedded test, improve fault isolation and minimize cost
  - Conducts stakeholder trade studies
  - Influences hardware requirements to enable embedded test
  - Influences software requirements to control embedded test
  - Facilitates test equipment requirements
  - Helps create interface definitions

- Produces iterative coverage statistics by test type for review

- Maintains a Master Test List by subsystem and level of assembly

- Archives the program Test Strategy & Architecture documentation with decision making history
Modeled Requirements Export

Testability Model Database

Master Test List

Database Objects

Function Objects
- Blocks & Components
- System Nets
- Requirements
- Attributes: Criticality, Failure Rate

Test Objects
- Description
- Type
- Functions Covered
- Pass/Fail Criteria

Fault Trees
- Test Sets
- Test Hierarchy
- System Design

Other Objects
- Inferences
- Software Routines
- Test Data

Levels of assembly
- Tests
- Test Limits
- Program Phases
- Requirements Trace
- Verification Methods
- Test Equipment
- Other test attributes

Requirement, Tools or Other Relational Databases
Software Requirements Derivation

- Master Test List is sorted for embedded tests and data is assigned to test requirements documents for each configuration item

- Software Systems Engineer or Architect interprets embedded test descriptions from Master Test List for required software capabilities

- Derived software requirements are added to specification databases and linked for traceability

- Early engineering embedded test code is traced to modeled functions and embedded tests for reuse

- Additional code sets are developed per software specifications
- The full capability of embedded test is contained in the test code sets (Library of objects)
- The requested capability may come from the factory, integration or a tactical requirement
- The code sets are treated as objects and their embedded test applications tagged
- Once the code sets are identified for a given test, the Embedded Test Algorithm will determine the run order
- The Algorithm itself can be modeled as well, e.g. a test tree
- The Algorithm can be an element in the library
Final Comments

- Testability models are not performance models

- Modeling test code to system functions will identify gaps in the code set
  - Measurement accuracy
  - Data format
  - Pass/Fail Criteria

- The test coverage model is used to evaluate and assess changes during iterative, evolving solution development

- The test model provides clarity and early visibility into the embedded test requirements

Embedded Test Modeling accelerates the SW development Life Cycle
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